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Wealth succession to breed
broader investment offerings
As families engage in succession planning, their investment needs will have to evolve to
encompass new options. This could lead more clients to see the value in paying fixed fees
to gain high quality advice, predicts Jason Lai of Thirdrock Group.
The need for more Asian families to do

To date this has translated into limited

succession planning will lead them to

opportunities for private banks and

consider new approaches to investing.
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This could help advance concepts such
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work, believes Jason Lai, the founder
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cept of succession planning is slowly
gaining ground. “More Asian entrepre-
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ranging from real estate and private

access different products and services

That requires advisers who better

equity to hedge funds,” says Lai.

and facilitate more active portfolio man-
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agement will increase profitability, per-

at their disposal. “As clients’ investment

formance and productivity.”

needs get more complex and sophisti-

The transfer of wealth to new generations is also adding momentum to this

cated, their advisers need to have a

trend. Second-generation family mem-

He also believes that the inheritance of

comprehensive and solid understanding

bers are generally more willing to accept

family assets by younger generations

of the industry as a whole,” he says.

outside advice when it comes to invest-

will support fixed fee investment advice.
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It is a market development that is also

Lai believes advisers must possess “a

liked by financial regulators.
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“More clients are becoming more recep-

Lai has evolved Thirdrock to help take

tive to and benefit from the true align-

advantage of this incipient trend.

ment of interests in a fixed fee model,”

Using this foundation advisers can offer

he says. “Fee-based models provide

more tailored investment options for

In recent years the company has grown

stability in the profit of firms and there

better investment solutions, he adds.

from a multi-family office to a fully inte-

is increasing regulatory pressure to

grated investment management firm

move towards that model.”

that now offers several different investment services.

scape and the regulatory framework”.

Advisers also need to relay their knowledge in an insightful and interesting

However, the concept of paying a

manner, to engage the families.

fixed annual fee for investment advice
These vary from traditional capital

remains alien to many family leaders.

“Client advisers must be able to explain

market instruments to corporate advi-

“It is a long educational process; we

in detail the [investment] risks and help

sory services – which include private

had no clients on the fixed fee model

clients construct the most suitable port-

equity and M&A advice – courtesy of

when we first started,” Lai says.

folios,” says Lai.

Thirdrock’s partnership as of last year with
Thirdrock ISSEA Advisers. The firm also
intends to add a multi-strategy quantitative fund to its funds platform by
the end of this year.
That isn’t all. “This year, we are continuing to build on our fund management
capabilities and will introduce an Asian-

“As clients’ investment needs get more complex
and sophisticated, client advisers need to have a
comprehensive and solid understanding of the industry
as a whole so they can effectively come up with solutions
that are reflective of these needs.”

focused absolute return equity strategy
in the coming months,” Lai says.
He expects this new fund to increase

“But we invested time and resources

He notes that good advisers should use

Thirdrock’s AUM by at least US$100

to educate our clients and have

their product knowledge to consider the

million as it is rolled out.

found success.”

suitability of the instruments for clients,
especially given their investment aims

Lai is a passionate advocate of using

Over half of Thirdrock’s revenues come

technology to support these investment

from fixed fees today.

and succession planning needs.
Modern HNW client investment advice

management efforts.
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requires much more than an idea about

“We see technology as one of the key

Do clients want to take advantage of

which way equity markets and curren-

game-changers,” he says. “Industry play-

all these investment options? Lai is con-

cies move. For companies willing to

ers who can ride on technological inno-

fident, arguing that they will if they get

understand the evolving needs of HNW

vations to augment response times,

good enough advice.

families, the rewards could be large.
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